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A fine art paint for the classroom:

FAS Super Tempera is a school poster paint that offers bright bold colours 
which have an amazing thick covering power that kids just love to use.  

• Amazingly bold colour strength
• One-coat coverage.
•  Smells great. No unpleasant chemical odours.
• Intermixable colours.
• Easy clean up.
• Enviro friendly and non-toxic – formulated to international safety standards.
• An economical option for school use without having to lose on quality. 

Super safe, super bold, non-toxic, temporary washable paint. Ready mixed for instant use in the classroom. Range 
includes bright bold true standard colours, UV glow fluorescent colours, metallic and people paint skin-tone shades. 

NON-TOXIC   -   TRUE BRIGHT BOLD COLOURS  -  LONG SHELF LIFE

All you need to mix and make any colour you like

Super Tempera Primary Paint Colour Set

Brilliant Red

Blue

Yellow

Black

White

5 x 100ml 

This primary colour set contains all the colours you need to create any colour you like from FAS Super Tempera Poster paint.  
Complete with simple to follow colourful mixing instructions on the packaging. 
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Super Tempera Fluorescent Colours

Turquoise 

White **

Umber

Crimson

Burnt 
Sienna

PinkDeep Yellow

Cobalt Blue

Standard Colour Chart

2 Litre
6 per carton
FAS Pump available

2 Litre
6 per carton
FAS Pump available

500ml
12 per carton

500ml
12 per carton

250ml
35 per carton

250ml
35 per carton

BULK PACK
5 Lite Bulk Pack
Standard colours only
2 per carton
FAS Pump available

UV Glow Colours
When fluorescent colours are displayed under ultra- 
violet light they come alive with a magical glow.

N.B. colours do not have the same wash-off properties as standard colours. Fluorescent cFluorescent olours are much brighter than shown here

PRIMARY SET  - STANDARD COLOURS: 
5 x 100ml bottles, 
Black, White, Brilliant Red, Yellow and Blue.
with easy-to-understand colour mixing instructions

Super Tempera - Standard Colours
 

Conforms to ASTM D4236

Conforms to ASTM D4236

FAS Pump
for 2 & 5 Litre

TEMPERA PAINT

Blue

Green Leaf

VioletOrangeYellow

Ultra Ochre

BurgundyBrilliant Red

Black

Fluorescent 
Green 

Fluorescent 
Red 

Fluorescent 
Blue 

Fluorescent 
Magenta 

Fluorescent 
Pink 

Fluorescent 
Orange 

Fluorescent 
Yellow 
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SUPER TEMPERA METALLIC PAINT
All colours have a rich metallic finish 

FAS Super Tempera Metallic is a school poster paint that offers bright bold richly formulated metallic colours. Non-toxic and 
water-soluble. Colours can be rubbed and buffed-up like a shoe polish to add an even more metallic sheen.

SHIMMERING VIBRANT RUB ’N’ BUFF COLOURS

500ml
12 per carton

Rub ‘n’ Buff

NON-TOXIC 

People Paint Set. 
6 x 500ml 

Clove Spice Savannah SaharaCloud Alabaster

FAS | Super Tempera People Paint - Skintone Set
Multicultural Paint Colours: A set of six ready made tempera colours in 
skin tone shades. 

Now children can paint every skin colour under the sun! If they don’t 
see the exact shade they need, it’s a breeze to mix a new one.

Best of all, Super Tempera People Paint washes right off skin and 
clothes for quick & easy cleanups. Lots of classroom fun!

Celebrate Diversity Multicultural Colours

Skin Tone Poster Paint

e PP ople ainte PP ople aint

Set of

6

Conforms to ASTM D4236

Conforms to ASTM D4236

Metallic 
Rose

Metallic 
Blue

Metallic 
Green

Metallic 
Violet

Metallic 
Pale Gold

Metallic 
Rich Gold

Metallic 
Silver

Metallic 
Copper

Permanent metallic colours are available in the Student Acrylic range. 
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Conforms to ASTM D4236

600g Pot
12 per carton

BlueGreen UmberLeaf

VioletBrilliant RedOrangeWhite

Black

Yellow

Just add water to create bright colourful paint for the school classroom with no lumps!

FAS School Powder Paint offers a long shelf life and the advantage of making up the desired 
quantity of paints as you need it. 

Powder Paint is a brilliant, opaque concentrated powdered tempera colour which can be mixed 
with water on a palette, made up in a jar, or used by dipping a wet brush into the dry powder.

Powder Paint is made from non-toxic, finely ground pigments giving a bright full strength colour to 
your finish. This multi-purpose paint can be used for a variety of techniques from finger painting to 
general art and craft work. Best suited for ages 2+

TIP: This paint will thicken and dissolve any lumps if you allow it to stand for a few hours before use.   

Tempera Blocks

Tempera Stackers

Washable - Non-Toxic

Washable - Non-Toxic

Tempera Blocks Thin
Tempera Blocks Large

Standard Colours Earthtone Colours Standard Colours

Compressed tempera colour blocks. Use a wet brush to sweep across the blocks to get strong bright watercolour paints. Available 
in two sizes, large (19mm)  and thin (8mm). All packs are shrink-wrapped. Add blocks to a paint tray for convenient painting and 
easy drying. 

Set of 18 intense and vibrant water colour discs in convenient, stackable, interlocking palettes. Use a wet brush to sweep across the 
blocks and start painting. Contains 2 whites.

40 mm x 8 mm
12 per pack

Fluorescent Colours

Concentrated 
Just add Water

 57 mm x 19 mm
6 per pack

44 mm x 16 mm
6 per pack

www.FASpaints.com
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2 Litre
6 per carton
FAS Pump available

500ml
12 per carton

Until now it has been thought to be impossible for a full range of colourful school paints to completely wash out of kids' clothes and school uniforms. 
Parents have been complaining for years about residue staining left in favourite clothes from paints used at school. 

But FAS Total Wash changes all that as this educational paint is guaranteed to totally wash out of clothing quickly and easily. 

In the past with other brands of school paint, clothing would have to be washed and rewashed, using strong stain removers, special soaps and 
even soaking in strong bleach for days. But the staining still remained and will not budge.

FAS Total Wash takes all the work out of washing and more importantly also the staining. Paint splashes left on clothing over a period of time can 
still be removed weeks later on first wash.

®

Totally washes from clothing!

Cool Red Pink

Skin Tone

Colour Chart

Please note that colour charts  shown on this page are produced within the limitations of printing and are intended as a guide only. Conforms to ASTM D4236

FAS Pump
for 2 & 5 Litre

Cool Blue Warm Blue Green BrownLeafPurple

Warm RedOrangeWarm YellowWhite

Black

Yellow

This paint WILL wash out of 
ALL kid's School Clothes.

www.FASpaints.com
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 Red

Fairy Pink

Blue

Gold

Silver

VioletKrystal
(Holographic White)  

Green

500ml
All colours
12 per carton

Glitter
Paint
Glitter
Paint

Bold, vibrant colour just loaded 
with sparkling glitter! 

Colourful and sparkly glitter in a bright and semi translucent paint base.   

A simple and clean way to apply colourful glitter effects to your artwork without getting glitter everywhere. 

It's so easy to get an irresistible and intense, sparkling glitter finish on almost any surface. This glitter paint creates a rich, jewel look, and the 
glitter does not fall off when dry.  If required, apply the glitter paint thicker for a more concentrated sparkly finish. 

Ideal for special effects on art and craft projects in the classroom and Christmas decorations. 

Clean up brushes and hands in soap and water. 

®

Seriously Colourful
REAL SPARKLE

Conforms to ASTM D4236

Proudly made by

NON-TOXIC - EASY TO APPLY 

Conforms to
ASTM D4236 

Yellow Green

Blue Brown

White Orange

Red
Black

Please note that this tint chart is produced within the limitations of printing and is intended as a guide only.

FAS Professional Face and Body Paint is designed for both face and body 
painting dries quickly and stays on for hours.

Best applied directly from the jar by brush but can also be applied with 
fingers, cotton swabs or a sponge. Dries to a matt finish that is flexible on 
the skin. Colours are mixable, allowing you to mix any colour you like. 

All colours are made with quality cosmetic pigments, are non-toxic and are 
designed for safe use on skin.  Create exciting characters or support your 
team! 

PROFESSIONAL FACE PAINT SET: 
Boxed set. Colours: 
Black, White, Red, Blue, Yellow and Green 
(6 x 10ml + 1 sponge + 1 brush 
- How to Face Paint Booklet). 

120ml Jar
All colours 
24 per carton
 

Smooth thin formulation. A little goes a long way

Professional Body and Face Paint
TRUE COSMETIC PIGMENTS

www.FASpaints.com
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NON-TOXIC — BRILLIANT COLOURS — LIGHTFAST

Student Acrylic is a versatile, rapid-drying and non-toxic selection of brilliant colours that are permanent when dry. 

The range includes over 30 user-friendly vibrant shades that are intense, pure, lightfast*, non-yellowing and can be mixed to create almost any chromatic effect. 
In addition, the warm and cool primary colour system offers easier mixing and understanding of colour. 

Features:
: Super rich, bold colours.  
: A thick flowing fine art paint.
: Enviro-friendly & non-toxic – formulated to international safety standards.
: Suitable for use on canvas, paper and board.

Conforms to ASTM D4236

500ml
All colours
12 per carton

1 Litre
Selected colours 
12 per carton

2 Litre
All colours
6 per carton
Pump available
separately

Primary Paint Colour Set
5 x 100ml bottle
Cool yellow, cool red, cool blue,
white and black.

A comprehensive and versatile range 
of brilliant intermixable colours.

NEW SET:
 more acrylic paint in this boxed set

for the same price as the old 75ml tube set
Get 25%

25%
MORE

www.FASpaints.com
Made in New Zealand



STUDENT ACRYLIC FLUORESCENT

STUDENT ACRYLIC STANDARD COLOURS

Blue Wool Scale Lightfastness: 8/ = Full strength : /8 = reduction with Titanium Dioxide
8 = Best possible lightfastness: 1 = lowest strength lightfastness 

Please note that this tint chart is produced within the limitations of printing and is intended as a guide only.

Cool Red

Green Deep

Burnt Sienna

White Cool Yellow Warm Yellow Flesh Tint Orange Warm Red Crimson

Magenta Violet Warm Blue Cool Blue Cobalt Blue Green Dark Green Light

Yellow Oxide Raw Sienna Gold Oxide Red Oxide Raw Umber Burnt Umber Black

Fluorescent Yellow Fluorescent Red Fluorescent Magenta Fluorescent Green 

8/8 8/8 7/6 8/8 6/6 7/6 6/7 5/6

8/88/88/77/3 8/78/88/78/7

8/8 8/8 8/8 8/8 8/8 8/8 8/88/7

500ml
12 per carton

2 Litre
6 per carton
Pump available
separately

UV Glow Colours
When fluorescent colours are displayed under ultra- 
violet light they come alive with a magical glow.

Conforms to ASTM D4236
Metallic GreenMetallic BlueMetallic Rose Metallic CopperMetallic Pale GoldMetallic Violet Metallic SilverMetallic Rich Gold

All colours have a rich metallic finish 

500ml
12 per carton

METALLIC COLOURS
OPAQUE - PERMANENT COLOURS

Student Acrylic Metallic Paint is a non-toxic and permanent thick flowing paint in strong metallic colours with 
outstanding coverage. Dries quickly to produce a smooth finish, making the paint suitable for an assortment of 
indoor and outdoor art and craft activities.

Permanent Paint
Idea for both indoor and outdoor use.

www.FASpaints.com
Made in New Zealand



Conforms to ASTM D4236

NB: Fluorescent colours are much brighter than shown here.Please note that this tint chart is produced within the limitations of printing and is intended as a guide only.

BlackGreen

Brilliant Red Burgundy

Violet

Blue UltraWhite

Umber

Crimson

Ochre

OrangeYellow

Fluorescent Pink * Fluorescent Orange *Fluorescent Green *Fluorescent Blue * Fluorescent Magenta *

Silver** Gold** 

Fluorescent Red * Fluorescent Yellow *

Leaf Extender

* These colours have less reliable lightfastness.

** Rich metallic pigmented colours.

Paint and print your own clothing.

• Multi-purpose fabric painting and printing colour  • Water-based and Non Toxic  • Particularly soft to touch

Create your own clothing designs with the brilliant colours of FAS Fastex textile fabric ink.  

Ready-to-use and highly concentrated, FAS Fastex textile fabric inks create beautiful effects on natural and selected synthetic fibres. Fastex is easy 
to apply and particularly soft to touch. Fastex has fresh and intense colours that are truly versatile. Ideal for painting and screen printing, they 
become completely resistant to washing and dry-cleaning.

All colours mix easily and deliver excellent non-fading light-fastness.  The fluorescent colours are less resistant to fading. Use the Fastex Extender 
Medium to reduce the depth of colour without losing any non-fading or lasting properties.

This ink requires heat setting to seal the ink into the fabric. 

1 Litre
All colours
6 per carton

500ml
All colours
12 per carton

250ml
All colours
35 per carton

STARTER SET STANDARD: 6 x 30ml jars
Black, Ultra, Brilliant Red, White, Yellow and Green.

Textile Ink
FASTEX

®

WASH RESISTANT - NON FADING - NON-TOXIC 

UV Glow Colours
When fluorescent colours are displayed under ultra- 
violet light they come alive with a magical glow.

FABRIC PAINT

High Definition Formulation  

HD High Definition for screen printing that's clearer 
and crisp right down to the smallest details.

www.FASpaints.com
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Conforms to ASTM D4236

4

ARTIST BLOCK PRINTING INK

ARTIST BLOCK PRINTING INK

All colours
24 per carton

120ml Jars

 

STUDIO PRINTING INK
FINEART 

Fine Art Studio Printing Ink is a range of intermixable water-
soluble block printing colours.

Used by professional artists' and students working with wooden 
blocks, lino and vegetable cuts to create a design that is 
transferable from a block to paper or fabric with the use of lino 
rollers. Studio Ink layers well and offers a uniform coverage, 
excellent definition with an even detailed print.  

There is a choice of 17 bold, brilliant and opaque colours, 
including amazing old vintage photography shades.  The colours 
can be combined with the Studio Printing Ink Extender which 
gives more transparency to colours making them ideal for layering 
or overlapping.  Studio Printing Ink is non-toxic, water-based, and 
washes up easily in water.

Pthalo Blue Ultramarine

Yellow Ochre Orange Burnt SiennaWarm Sepia

Sanguine (Red Brown) 

 ExtenderBlack

 Green

 Metallic Gold Metallic Silver

 Napthol Red  Rubine (Cool Red)

 Carbazole Violet 

 White  Primrose Yellow  Deep Yellow

HIGH TACK - BRIGHT COLOURS - NON-TOXIC 

Flint Water Based Printing Ink

Professional water-based printing ink with good coverage and printing properties. Can be successfully 
applied to a variety of different surfaces such as paper card, stretched canvas, wood metal, plastic acetate 
glass. Safe alternative to oil-based inks.

HELPFUL HINT: In cold weather, stand the tube in warm water for 3-4 minutes to assist in squeezing out 
the ink and making rolling out easier.

115ml tubes

High pigment loading 

with good coverage

BlackWhite Alkali Blue Lemon Yellow Mid Green Brilliant RedVictoria Red Yellow Ochre Burnt Sienna

Professional grade

www.FASpaints.com
Made in New Zealand
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2 Litre
6 per carton

500ml
12 per carton

3

Fun

Ready To Use - High Strength - Brilliant Colours

Liquid Watercolour

Blue

Blue

Green

Green

BrownLime

Leaf

Purple

Violet

RedOrange

Orange

Yellow

Yellow

Brilliant for use with wax crayons for resist work.  

SUPER VIBRANT
COLOURS

FAS Fun Dye is pre-mixed and ready for use. Same characteristics as FAS Painting Dye, but no mixing is required. Use 
straight from the bottle for ultimate brilliance and convenience.

Use on paper, card and fabric for hours of endless fun. The dye remains water-soluble when dry. Fun dye paints like a 
watercolour - Super bright colours.

FAS Fun Dye is a washable water-based craft dye that is an economical solution for classroom watercolour painting projects. 
Add water or glue to vary the colour or consistency. While FAS Fun Dye is made from food grade ingredients, it is not packed 
under food grade conditions, and therefore it is not suitable for human consumption.

NON-TOXIC   -   BRIGHT CLEAN COLOURS  -  READY MADE

Conforms to ASTM D4236

SCHOOL DYE

Conforms to ASTM D4236

NON-TOXIC   -   BRIGHT CLEAN COLOURS  -  LONG SHELF LIFE

Ultra Ochre

Burgundy

Brown

Brilliant Red

Black

FAS Painting Dye is a New Zealand concentrated water-soluble craft dye that may be used as watercolour paint, drawing ink, a 
colour wash or a non-permanent fabric dye. 

Each 30-gram jar of powder dye dissolves in warm water to make up a quantity of 3 litres of an intense, powerfully bright, 
colourful watercolour dye. An economical solution for classroom watercolour painting projects. Just add water to make up 
intense bright colours as you need it. Then, get creative and apply wax crayons or FAS cold wax as a wash, ink drawings, brush 
painting, colouring, and paper mache. An alternative mix with a starch-based paste for screen printing or a no-fuss finger paint.

Use on paper, wood, fabric, and filters for hours of endless fun. Paint with eye droppers, spray bottles, or even a brush to create 
unique, colourful designs and unique artworks. Once dry, the dye remains non-permanent and water-soluble. Wash up 
equipment with soap and water.
Painting Dye can stain clothes. Therefore, it is recommended protective clothing or old clothes.

30gram
All colours
36 per carton

BOXED SET
6 x 15g
Green, Leaf, Orange
Yellow, Red & Blue

SUPER
COLOURS

VIBRANT

just add water
to start the colourful fun

powder concentrate

painting 

YD E
painting 

Simply draw a picture with wax crayons and 
use one of the brilliant strong Dye colours to 
wash’ n ’resist over your work.

www.FASpaints.com
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BUDGET PRICED

5 Litre
2 per carton
FAS Pump available separately 

2 Litre
6 per carton
FAS Pump available separately 

2 Litre
6 per carton
FAS Pump available separately 

500ml
12 per carton

500ml
12 per carton

PVA SCHOOL GRADE GLUE & HIGH GRADE

PVA HIGH GRADE GLUE

Easy to use and quick drying. Non-toxic and dries clear. Ideal for general classroom activities  for light bonding of paper, card, wood  
construction and textiles. Can be applied directly from the bottle/jar.  

High Grade PVA that dries clear. Extra strong bond that is ideal for 
woodwork and general purpose bonding.   Suited for a wide range 
of applications in classroom activities where extra strength is 
required.   

300g
Will make up 10 Litres
12 per carton

-  Excellent spreading and repositioning properties.
-  Suitable paste for paper, paper mache, card and general art, craft and hobby use. 
-  Can be used to extend paints.  
-  Packed in a handy plastic pot with a scoop for easy measuring.

SMOOTH AND EASY TO MIX POWDERED GLUE WITH NO LUMPS. 

þ Quick ’n’ Easy to make up   
þ Easy to Store Pot
þ Free mixing Scoop
þ Better Price Point

Multi-Purpose Powder Paste

Makes upLump-Freein just 10 minutesGluten Free

 

Wax Crayon Set

 

BEST VALUE - BULK PACK - Quality wax crayons

14mm
Thick

Super Thick

These Wax Crayons are 
ideal for use with FAS Painting Dye

12 colours (10 each)
10 sets per outer carton

Crayons are made in China

A handy desktop set of wax crayons with a pop open lid.  Designed so you can use it over and 
over again.  Super chunky 14mm thick for small hands in 12 colours. 

Colours:Orange, Purple, Sky Blue, Deep Violet, Brown, Black, Leaf, Yellow, Green, Red, Dark 
Blue and Light Brown

www.FASpaints.com
Made in New Zealand



500ml
12 per carton

Scraper Artwork

Primal Painting Medium

2 Litre
6 per carton
 

250ml
35 per carton

A multi-purpose medium which can be used to thin acrylic paint, increase the open working time, as 
a sealer, and a clear varnish or to change the sheen levels of acrylic paints.

Sealer: Can be used straight from the bottle as a sizing/sealer on wood, canvas or cotton duck to 
seal the surface and prevent absorption of paint into the fabric.

Thinning: When added to acrylic paints it dilutes the viscosity and blends colours without losing 
pigment solids and intensity.  This increases the open working time and translucency.  
Use generously with acrylic paint or spread liberally over the surface to be worked on for wet-over-
wet or wet over dry techniques.  

Varnish: Primal can be used as a water based non-toxic over-varnish for acrylic painting. Provides 
a non-tacky protective coating.  It is non-removable, however can be over painted. Clean up with 
soap and cool water.   

NEW FAS Cold Wax

Paint Scraper Set

Explore colours, experiment with lines and add dimension to paintings with these Paint Scrapers, which allow you to 
scrape the paint across the page. These scrapers come in a pack of 4 in assorted shapes and are ideal for painting 
activities at home or school.Pack of 4 paint scrapers in assorted shapesPerfect for exploring colours, experimenting 
with lines and adding dimensions to paintings

Non-Toxic
Ideal for bakit artworks

Ready to use water-soluble resist wax. Used as a resist for water colour inks and dyes. Successive colour layers can be 
applied using the batik method. FAS Cold Wax air dries quickly. It can be used for screen printing with paints and ink dyes. 
Suitable on paper clay screens and fabric (test first).

A safer alternative 
with no fumes

www.FASpaints.com
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Gesso

Indian Ink 

Linseed Oil

FAST DRYING PRIMER/SEALER
BLACK & WHITE GESSO 

1 Litre

12 per carton
White & Black

4 Litre
White Only

1 Litre
12 per carton

FAS Gesso Primer is a fast-drying waterproof primer, sealer and undercoat that is applied prior to painting. Use for both oils and acrylics.  FAS 
Gesso is available in Black or White and can be mixed with an acrylic colour to produce a range of coloured backgrounds.  Use directly from the 
jar but can be mixed with water for thinner applications.  Ideal for surface preparation and sealing of artist canvas, linen and board.  Like all types 
of painting surface preparation is critical to the final durability of your painting.  

FAS Gesso dries very quickly and can be painted over as soon as it is completely dry to touch.  A very light sand with a light grade sand paper 
between coats may offer better tooth and last ability.  It is better to paint two or more thin coats than to paint one thick coating.

250ml
White & Black
24 per carton

500ml
White & Black
24 per carton

250ml
24 per carton

250ml
35 per carton

60ml
24 per carton

60ml
24 per carton

 DRAWING INK - LIGHTFAST - JET BLACK

ARTISTS’ REFINED

FAS Linseed Oil is used to reduce the consistency of oil paints, increase transparency and gloss and to slow the drying process. 
Do not use with acrylic paint.

MEDIUMS & INK

A jet black permanent drawing ink that is ideal for oriental and western ink drawing and painting techniques. 

May be used directly from the bottle or diluted with water. Produces an intense black through to mid-tone grey and pale grey 
washes. Ideal for brush or pen work including calligraphy - pens - brushes – airbrushes – dip pens.

Black White 

www.FASpaints.com
Made in New Zealand



It’s about colour ®

FAS | Fine Art Supplies NZ Ltd,
Auckland, New Zealand

PH: +64 9 274 8896
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